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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let CrI denote the space of r-times continuously differentiable functions 
on the interval I = [a, b] of the real line R. The question of uniqueness 
of best approximation of functions in C*I by functions in a finite dimensional 
subspace, with respect to various norms. has been investigated in several 
papers. Garkavi [3] examined the problem using the ordinary supremum 
norm 
llfllm = ?f; If(x>l- 
In [l] we considered the norms 
llfll = m=dl.f(c)l, I~Yc)I,..., If”-WI, llf(‘M~ l<p<q 
where II * 111) denotes the L” norm and c is a fixed point in I. Moursund [5] 
and Johnson [4] studied the norm 
llfll = m~Ml, , IIP IL ,..., IIP ILI- 
In this paper we shall further investigate this latter norm. 
Moursund and Johnson show that if the (r + 1)st derivative off exists 
everywhere on I and if pI and pz are best approximations to f in P, , the 
space of polynomials of degree < n, then pr’ = pr), r = 0, 1,2,... . In the 
case r = 0, Tchebycheff’s classical result shows that the requirement of 
existence of the (r + 1)st derivative is unnecessary. In Section 2 we give 
an example to show that this requirement cannot be dropped if r > 0. 
Garkavi showed that in order for an n-dimensional subspace V to be 
p-Tchebycheff (see Section 3 for definition) with respect to the usual 
supremum norm in C’, r 3 1, it is necessary and sufficient hat any k + p 
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linearly independent elements of V have no more than n - k - p common 
zeros which are also common double zeros or boundary zeros of p + 1 
of these elements, k = 1, 2 ,..., n - p. In Section 4 we shall extend the 
sufficiency part of Garkavi’s result to the norm 
llfll = max[llfllm , llf~‘~ llm - IIP) llml 
on the space of functions having an (r + 1)st derivative everywhere on I 
(Theorem 3). By use of the results of Ferguson [2] we shall see that the 
polynomials satisfy the conditions of this extended sufficiency result, and, 
thus, the result of Moursund and Johnson (Theorem 5) follows as a corollary 
of Theorem 3. 
The results mentioned above are special cases of the more general ones 
discussed in Section 3 where we consider the simultaneous approximation of 
r + 1 continuous functions f0 ,fi ,..., fT by a function p in V and by its 
first r derivatives over r + 1 possibly different subsets of R. In the situation 
where each of the r + 1 subsets of R is the same finite union of closed 
intervals, we shall perform a certain imbedding and then employ the methods 
of Rivlin and Shapiro [6] and Garkavi [3] to obtain an extension of Garkavi’s 
result (the condition on V will be necessary and sufficient). Finally, in 
Section 5 we shall obtain uniqueness results for approximation by polynomials 
with respect to another arrangement of the r + 1 subsets of R. Here we 
shall use again the results of Ferguson to show how the space P, fits into 
the scheme. 
2. EXAMPLE OF NONUNIQUENESS OF DERIVATIVE OF BEST APPROXIMATION 
DEFINITION. If V is a subspace of a normed linear space S with norm jl -11, 
we say that g E V is a best approximation of an element f of S if jl f - g II = 
inf,,, l\f - h 11. It is clear that the set of such best approximations is convex. 
In this section we shall demonstrate a function f E Cl1 such that the best 
approximations tofin Pz with respect o the norm lifll = max[llfljm , Ilf(l) llm] 
do not have identical derivatives. 
Let I = [-4.25, 4.251. Let f”)(x) = I x / (0 < 1 x 1 < 1.5) and 
f(‘)(x) = 1.5 (1.5 < 1 x I < 4.5). Let f(0) = 0. Then f(x) = (sgnx) x2/2 
for 0 < I x I < 1.5 andf(x) = (sgnx)[1.5 I x I - 1.1251 for 1.5 < I x I < 4.5; 
see Figs. 1 and 2. Notice thatfu)(x) is even andf(x) is odd. 
Now suppose that the derivative of a best approximation p in P2 to f is 
unique. Then its graph must be horizontal. For, because of the symmetry 
of f and j(l), if p(l)(x) = ax + b, then p’,“(x) = ---ax + b is also the 
derivative of a best approximation in P2 to J We claim that p(x) = x. 
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FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 2. 
Indeed, f(x) is an increasing function with values varying on I between 
-5.25 and 5.25. If p(l)(x) = 1, then p(x) = x + c is an increasing function 
with values varying on I between c - 4.25 and c + 4.25. Thus,p(x) = x + c 
has deviation of 1 + 1 c 1 from f(x) at one of the endpoints. Let c = 0. 
Then it is easy to check that the maximum deviation 1 of p(x) = x from&) 
occurs only at the endpoints of I. Note that the maximum deviation of 
p(l)(x) = 1 fromf(l)(x) is also 1 and occurs at x = 0. Thus, 
Ilf - p II = max[llf- P lIm , IIf”’ -p(l) IL1 = 1. 
Further, if p(l)(x) = a > 1, then II f(l) - p(l) [Irn = a > 1. If p(‘)(x) = u < 1, 
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then p(x) has total variation 9.5a on I; hence, p(x) must deviate from f(x) 
by more than 1 at at least one of the endpoints 4.25 or -4.25. We conclude 
that if the derivative of a best approximation p in P, to f is unique, then 
p is unique and p(x) = x. 
Now, however, considerp,(x) = (c/2) x2 + x, E > 0. Then pi”(x) = EX + 1 
and it is easy to check that, for E sufficiently small, Iif -pi’) llm = 1 
(f”)(x) - pi”(x) = 1, iff x = 0), and [if - pE /Im = 1 (f(x) - p,(x) = 1 iff 
x = f4.25). Thus, p(x) = x is not a unique best approximation in P, tof. 
Remark 1. Note that the crux of the matter in the foregoing example 
is that we can slightly rotate the graph of p(l)(x) about the point (0, 1) 
without increasing //f(1) -p(l) Iloc . This is because the graph of f(l) is 
wedge-shaped at x = 0. 
Remark 2. If the length of the interval I is not greater than 2, then 
the requirement of existence of the (r + 1)st derivative in Moursund and 
Johnson’s result can be dropped (this follows from the mean value theorem). 
In fact, p(?) is then the best Tchebycheff approximation to ffT) of degree 
< n - r, and iif- p II = IIf - ptr) llco .
3. SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 
Let S be a subspace of @I=‘=, C(E,), where Ei (j = 0, l,..., r) are compact 
subsets of R, with norm llfll = IlCfo ,fi ,.-All = mW.h llm , llh Ilm ,..., llh ll~l 
where llh llm = SUP,,~, Ih(x 
DEFINITION. By the dimension of a convex set P (dim P) in a finite 
dimensional vector space we mean the largest integer k for which there 
exist k + 1 elements g, , g, ,.. ., g,,, in P such that 
g, - gk,, , g2 - gk+l T*..) gk -gk+l 
are linearly independent. (If P consists of a single point, we set dim(P) = 0; 
if P is empty, we set dim(P) = - 1.) If W is a subspace of S, then, for each 
fixed q (0 < q < r), the maximum dimension of sets PF(f) of qth compo- 
nents of elements of best approximation in W of functions f in S is called 
the q-rank of W in S. (In the case r = 0 we say (following [8]) that W is 
s-semi-Tchebycheff or s-Tchebycheff i , for all f in S, - 1 < dim P$?(f) < s 
or 0 < P$!)(f) < s, respectively.) 
Now suppose V is an n-dimensional space of functions g defined on 
E = ub, Ei which belong to ny=, CjE, . Let P = {g” = (g, g(l),..., gcr)); 
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g E V}. We wish to investigate the r-rank of 17 in S (provided, of course, 
P is a subspace of 5’). Note that I/f-- g” /I < E means I&(x) - go)(x)[ < E 
for all x in Ej and all j = 0, l,..., I simultaneously. 
Iff E S, then imbedf in C(X), where X = &, (Ej , j), by f *(x, j) = h(x) 
if x E Ej , j = 0, l,..., r. We endow X with its natural topology. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists an element L in the dual of C(X), 
[C(X)]“, such that L(P) = {0}, // L /lo = 1, and L(f) = p = inftEv lif - i (1. 
By the Riesz representation theorem, L(h) = Jr h dp, where p is a finite 
Bore1 measure on X. Now proceeding as in the proof of Haar’s theorem 
(see [6]) we conclude that 2 is a best approximation in p to f if and only if 
g”* is a best approximation in P* to f *, and the latter implies that 
f * - g”* = ph*, where / h* I = 1 almost everywhere with respect o p. 
Note that p I(E,,i) = pi is a finite Bore1 measure on (Ei , j), j = 0, l,..., r. 
Hence, we can write p = p. + p1 + *.* + CL,. . We refer to an element 
of X as a generalized point. If g E V, we call any zero of j* in X a generalized 
zero of g. 
The proof of the following two theorems were obtained by combining 
the methods of Garkavi [3] and Rivlin and Shapiro [6] after performing the 
imbedding described previously. 
Theorem 1 reduces to a slight generalization of Garkavi’s theorem [3, p. 971, 
if we set r = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let S = @;=,{h ;h is dgerentiable on E} where E is a 
finite union of disjoint closed intervals {I,):=:=, . Then for P to have r-rank s in S, 
it is necessary and sufficient that among the common generalized zeros of k 
(k = s + 1, s + 2,..., n) linearly independent elements of V there are no more 
than n - k generalized points which are generalized double or boundary 
zeros of s + 1 of these elements whose rth derivatives are linearly independent, 
((x, j) is a generalized double zero of p ifp’j’(x) = p(j+l)(x) = 0; (x, j) is a 
generalized boundary zero of p if p(j)(x) = 0, where x is a boundary point 
of some I, . 
Proof. Suficiency. Suppose gi$ - g:C’, g$ - gir),..., gg’ - gr’ are 
linearly independent where & , & ,..., g’s+z are best approximations in p tof. 
Hence, among the common generalized zeros of the elements g,+z - g, , 
89+1 - g, ,..., g, - g, , there are at most n - s - 1 common generalized 
double or boundary zeros in X. But each interior generalized zero of gi - g, 
in the support of p is a generalized double zero, i = 2, 3,..., s + 2. This 
follows since, if (x, j) is interior to (E, j) and is in the support of p, then 




p(x) - g!j+l)(x) zzz 
3 2 
0 
9 i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., s + 2; 
g?)(x) - g?)(x) = 0, i = 2, 3 ,..,, s + 2. 
Hence, p has a support of n - k + 1 (k > s + 2) generalized points, 
say (xl , 9, (x2 , i2L., (x,-~+~ , L+l). Thus, L = C&k’1 c~-%~,~,) , where 
3z,,i,)h = hij(,,, * Now L(p) = (0) implies that xyi- qe(+,) = 0 on V, 
where e(,,,q g = g fij)(xj) (1 < j < y1 - k + l), and, thus, {e(+,)}in=;k+l 
has rank < IZ - k on V (i.e., {e(E,,ij)}~:~+l spans a space of dimension 
at most n - k in YO.) Hence, there are, in V, k linearly independent elements 
h, = gs+z - a, h2 = g,+, - gl ,..., h,+l = g2 - g, , hf2 ,..., hk such that 
h:j(xj) = 0 (j = 1, 2 ,..., n - k + l), t = 1, 2 ,..., k’. But each (xj , ii), 
j = 1, 2,..., n - k + 1, is a common generalized ouble or boundary zero 
of h, > h, ,..., h,+l . Hence, among the common generalized zeros of the k 
(< s + 2) linearly independent elements h, , h2 ,..., h, of V there are 
rr - k + 1 generalized double or boundary zeros of h, , h, ,..., h,+l , and 
h(‘) h(r) 1 , 2 ,..., h$\ are linearly independent-a contradiction. 
Necessity. Suppose there exist linearly independent elements g, , g, ,..., gk 
(k 2 s + 1) in V whose common generalized zeros include as a subset 
T = {(x1 , il), (x2 , i2) ,..., (x+-k+1 , in-,+,)>, each element of which is a 
generalized ouble or boundary zero of g, , g, ,..., g,,, , and gr), gr’,..., g$\ 
are linearly independent. Then {e(,j,i,)}jn=;k+l is a linearly dependent system 
in V”, for its rank does not exceed n - k, since e(,j,ij)(g,) = 0 for t = 1,2,..., k, 
j = 1, 2,..., iz - k + 1. Hence, there exist scalars ci (1 < j < IZ - k + 1) 
not all zero, such that L = C,“=k’l c&,~,~,) = 0 on 17. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that C,“=;“” 1 cj 1 = 1. Clearly Ij L /lo < 1. Now choose h, 
in C2(E) such that II h, lloo = 1, h,(xJ = sgn ci for all (xj , s) E T, and 
I h,(x)1 < 1 if (x, s) 4 T, s = 0, l,..., r. Let h = (ho , h, ,..., h,) ES. Then 
clearly / Lh / = CyiI”’ I cj I = 1, while jl h /I = 1. Hence, 11 Lj/O = 1. 
We may assume that II & I/ < l/k, m = I,2 ,..., k. For s = 0, l,..., r, form 
fs(x) = h,(x)[l - XL=, I g:‘(x)]] on F = u,“=;“” ([q , /$I, id), where 
([q , /3J, ij) is a neighborhood of (xj , ij) containing no simple zeros of 
(ij) (ij) g1 3 g2 ,**-, g2’ except, possibly, boundary zeros. This is possible since 
either all g2’ (1 < m < k) have a double zero at xi , or xi is a boundary 
point of E. Since g,,, (‘I has in 10, only zeros of order greater than one, except 
possibly at the boundary bf F, I g:’ I is also differentiable in F (1 < m < k). 
Hence, fg is differentiable in F. Further I fs(x)l < 1 if (x, s) is an (q , iJ 
or (& , ij) in the interior of (E, s). Thus, we can extend fs(x) to a function 
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having a derivative in all of E and of absolute value < 1 - 6 in E -F, 
8>O(s=O,l,..., r).Letf=(fo,fi ,..., f,)~S.Thenforallliinr, - 
n-k+1 
Ilf - h” II b I Uf - 0 = I Lf I = c Cifi,h) 
j=l 
n-k+1 
= zlm cjsgncj= 1. 
On the other hand, 
Thus, 
61 if 0 < E, < 1 (1 < nz < k). 
is a set of best approximations to f. But since { gK”yn’=‘, is linearly independent 
we see that V has r-rank 3 s + 1 in S. 
THEOREM 2. Theorem 1 remains true if 
S = 6 CqE, 
j=o 
where q > 1. 
Proof. The condition on V is, of course, still sufficient. For the necessity, 
observe, first, that in the case q = 1, the functions f8(x) in Theorem 1 are 
in CIF and can, thus, be extended to be in CIE. If q Z 2, however, Ig:)(x)1 is 
no longer necessarily in CqE, m = 1,2,..., k. Thus, following Garkavi, 
we construct functions fs (0 < s < r) as follows. If T is as in Theorem 1, 
let Tl = {(x, s) E T; x E boundary of E} and Tz = ((x, s) E T; x E interior 
of E). For each s (0 < s < r) choose an fs(x) in CqE such that 
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(i) f&Xj) = sgn Cj if (Xj , S) E T; 
(ii) I .L(x>l -c 1 if (x, 8) $ T; 
(iii) fi”(xj) # 0 if (Xj , S) E Tl ; 
(iv) up’ # 0 if (Xj , S) E Tz . 
As before, llf - 2 11 > 1 for all g” in V. For each (xj , s) in T, let 
wj = ([aj 3 PiI, S) b e a neighborhood of (xi , s) such that 
(i) j:“(x) # 0 if (x, S) E wi and (xj , S) E Tl ; 
(ii) f~“‘(x) # 0 if (x, S) E Wj and (xi , S) E T, . 
Let 
El'= u Wj and Ez"= u Wj. 
(Zj,SkT1 (Zj.SkTZ 
Assume, without loss of generality, that 
and that 
sup k I g:+2’(x)I < (e iB:fEgl I f%)l, m = 1, 2 ,..., k. (G.SkEZ8 
By Taylor’s formula we have, if 0 < I E, I < 1, 
f&4 - mil %ngkS)(x) =“fsw + [f?(3) - il %&)(J)] (x - Xj>T 
where (x, s) and (5, s) belong to wj , if (xj , s) E Tl , and 
fdx) - jl Emg2(X) = jXxj) + k [f!‘(a) - il %gP)(P)] (X - Xjj2v 
where (x, s) and (x”, s) belong to wI , if (xi , s) E T2 . Since 1 fs(xj)I = 1, 
we have that fP’(xj) fs(xi)(x - xi) < 0 if (xj , S) E Tl and fi”‘(xj)fs(xi) < 0 
if (xi , s) E T, . Combining these facts with Taylor’s formula and the fact 
that the first and second derivatives offs strongly dominate the first and 
second derivatives of CL, E,,,gz) in El3 u E,", we obtain that 
Ifa - gI l mgk’(x)i < 1 for all (x, s) E El" u E2E,". 
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Further, in X N [E,” u E,“], Ifs(x)1 < 0 < 1. Hence, if I/ gk’ I/- < (1 - @)/k, 
1 < m < k, we have 
Hence 
IIfs - i c,gk) /I < 1, m = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
m=l m 
and the conclusion follows as in Theorem 1. 
4. APPROXIMATION IN CrE 
If r > 0, the subspace V = P,-, does not satisfy the condition in 
Theorem 1. In this section we examine the situation in whichf = (fo ,fi ,. . .,f.), 
h = ft’, 0 < i < r. In this case the sufficient condition of Theorem 1 
can be strengthened to include Pnel . 
DEFINITION. If g E CrE and 0 < i < r, we call a generalized point (x, i), 
such that g(“)(x) = 0, an r-generalized zero of g. Let g(-l) = 1. If gci)(x) = 
gu+l)(x) = 0, we may call (x, i) an r-generalized new double zero provided 
we agree that neither (x, i - 1) nor (x, i + 1) may be so labeled. If g@)(x) = 0 
and x is a boundary point of E, then (x, i) is called an r-generalized boundary 
zero of g. 
THEOREM 3. Let C,.+,E denote the space of functions having an (r + 1)st 
derivative everywhere on E, a jinite union of disjoint closed intervals. Suppose 
that the n-dimensional subspace V satisfies the condition that among the 
common r-generalized zeros of k (k = s + 1, s + 2,..., n) linearly independent 
elements of V, there are no more that n - k generalized points which are 
r-generalized new double or boundary zeros of s $ 1 of these elements whose 
rth derivatives are linearly independent. Then, with respect to the norm 
Ilf II = max[llf Ilm , IIP IL ,..., llft7) llm], the dimension of the set of rth 
derivatives of the best approximations in F%o any f in C,.,,E does not exceeds. 
Proof. We identify C,,IE with a subspace S, of S of Theorem 2 by 
letting f* = (f,f”) ,...,ftr)). We follow a reasoning analogous to that in the 
sufficiency proof of Theorem 1 after we observe that if ) f(j)(x) - gi’j’(x)l = p 
for x interior to E, then f(j+‘)(x) - gjj+“(x) = 0 # p, i = 1,2,..., s + 2. 
(In the proof of Theorem 1 it is possible that IA(x) - g?‘(x)] = p and 
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]fj+1(x) - gjj”‘(x)j = p.) Thus, each interior r-generalized zero of gi - g, 
in the support of t.~ is an r-generalized new double zero, i = 2, 3,..., s + 2, 
according to the foregoing definition of an r-generalized new double zero. 
Hence, p has a support of n - k + 1 (k > s + 2) generalized points, etc. 0 
Let P,-,I be the space of real polynomials of degree less than or equal 
to n - 1 on the interval Z = [a, b] and let (x1 , x2 ,..., x,} C I. Let -Vij denote 
the linear functional on P,-,I defined by 9$(p) = pu)(xJ. Following 
Schoenberg [7], let E = (eij)~~~:$:::::~-’ be an n-incidence matrix, i.e., each 
e,, is 0 or 1 and 
We say that E is poised if the set of n linear functionals {.Epij; eij = l} is 
linearly independent on P,-,I. If E is an n-incidence matrix, let 
k 
mi = C e, , 
4-l 
j = 0, l,..., n - 1, 
and 
Mj= i m,, j = 0, l,.. ., n - 1. 
p=0 
Then E is said to satisfy the Polya conditions if 
Mj>j+l for j = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
In the following four theorems we assume that the n-incidence matrix E 
satisfies the Polya conditions. 
THEOREM A. (Polya and Whittaker, see [2].) Zf k = 2, then E is poised. 
THEOREM B. (Ferguson [2, p. 241.) Zf k > 2, and if ei+1 = ei,i+$ = 0, 
eij = a-. = egB+p-I = 1 implies p is even, then E is poised. 
THEOREM C. (Schoenberg, see 
2 < i < k - 1 and eij = 1 !6 
p. 251.) Zf x1 = a and xk = b, and if 
imply ei/ = 1 for each j’ < j, then E is poised. 
By combining Ferguson’s proofs of Theorems B and C we can get the 
following result. 
THEOREMd. ZfxI=aandxk=b,andif2<i<k-1 andei,j-l= 
ei.i+, = 0, eij = -.. = ei,i+D-l = 1 imply p is even, then E is poised. 
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THEOREM 5 (Moursund [5] and Johnson [4].) Consider CT+,1 with the 
norm llfll = maNfIlm, IIP IL, IIP Ilm ,..., IIP) LA where 1 = [a, bl. If 
p1 and p2 are best approximations in P,-,I to f belonging to C,+,I, then 
p:” = pp’. 
Proof. We show that P,-,I satisfies the condition of Theorem 3, where 
E = I and s = 0. The condition in this case can be reworded as follows. 
If 
where Q, n Q, is empty and all i, < r (here ’ indicates that LYj;+’ is omitted 
if xi, = a or Xi, = b, and p E QL means p is in the nullspace of each of the 
elements of Q), then either p1 , p2 ,..., pk are linearly dependent or p:” = 0, 
k = 1,2 ,..., n. Let u be the number of elements in Q2. 
Now fix k. For 0 < q < n - 1, let Eq = (e&f:~‘-‘:;;:~;~ , where eij = 1 
if zi ES, C Q, n Q, , and eij = 0 if qz #S, , where S, will be determined. 
(Note: eij = 0 if j > r.) Let 
n-k+1 
mj = C eij , 
i=l 
j = 0, I,..., n - 1, 
and 
N, = i mj , 
j=p 
p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Now, if for some u E (0, 1,2 ,..., r}, N,-, < n - (r - t) for all t = 0, I,..., ZJ - 1, 
and N,-, > n - (r - u), then clearly Q, U Q, includes a subset S,-, 
containing n - (r - U) linear functionals such that Er+‘ satisfies the P6lya 
conditions on P,-c,-,,-l , and, hence, p1 E [Q, u Q2]‘- implies p:‘-“’ = 0, 
by Theorem 4. 
On the other hand, if N7--t < n - (r - t) for all t = 0, l,..., r, then we 
can augment the set Q, u Q, by adding in k - u - 1 linear functionals, 
for example, 9j’-a+n , en,+, ,..., _Lp”., , so that the corresponding 
n-incidence matrix satisfies the P6lya conditions and the conditions of 
Theorem 4. Thus, Q, is linearly independent, and, hence, p1 , p2 ,..., pk are 
linearly dependent since k + (n - k + 1) = n + 1 > n. 0 
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5. OTHER RESULTS 
We return now to the general situation of Section 3 described prior to 
Theorem 1. 
The following two theorems reduce to Rubenstein’s generalization of 
Haar’s theorem on R in case r = 0 [3, p. 941. 
THEOREM 6. Let S = @Lo C(EJ. Then for P to be s-Tchebycheff in S 
it is necessary and suficient that each s $ 1 linearly independent elements 
of V have fewer than n - s generalized zeros in common. 
Proof. This follows by applying Rubenstein’s generalization of Haar’s 
theorem [3, p. 941 to the space CX of the previous discussion. 0 
THEOREM 7. Let S = @&, C(E,). Then for P to have r-rank s in S, 
it is necessary and suficient that each s + 1 elements of V whose rth derivatives 
are linearly independent have fewer than n - s generalized zeros in common. 
Proof. Su$Ficiency (Sketch). Suppose gi$ - gr’, g$\ - gr’,..., gz’ - gr’ 
are linearly independent, where & , & ,..., js+2 are best approximations 
in P to f. Hence, there are at most PI - s - 1 common generalized zeros of 
gs+2 - g1 Ye.., g2 - g, 3 and the proof proceeds analogously to that of 
Rubenstein’s generalization of Haar’s theorem on R. 
Necessity (Sketch). Suppose there exist elements g, , g, ,..., gsfl in V 
whose rth derivatives are linearly independent and which have n - s common 
generalized zeros forming a set T = {(x1 , il), (x2, i2),..., (x,-, , in+)}. Then 
{e(,+,}T:. is a linearly dependent system in V”, and there exist scalars cj 
(1 < j < n - s) not all zero, such that 
n-s 
L = c C&+J = 0, 
j=l 
on P. Assuming 
we see that 11 L /lo = 1 by choosing h E @y=, C(E,) such that /I h /I = 1 and 
h,(q) = sgn cj for all (xj , s) E T, s = 0, l,..., r. The proof proceeds 
analogously to that of Rubenstein’s theorem. q 
DEFINITION. Ei < Ej means that x < y for every x in Ei and every y 
in Ej . 
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THEOREM D (Ferguson [2, p. 271.) Let El < E, < a.. < E,, and 
assume that Ei n E+, consists of at most one point, i = 1, 2 ,..., r - 1. 
Consider an n-incidence matrix E = (eij)~Z~:~:::::~-‘, where eij - 1 implies 
that xi E E, . Then, if E satisfies the Pdlya conditions, E is poised. 
THEOREM 8. Let E,,..., E, be as in the first sentence of Theorem D, 
and let S = @izO C(EJ. If p1 and pz are in I’,-, and jI and jz are best 
approximations to f in S, then p:” = pr’. 
ProoJ: From Theorem D and an argument analogous to that used 
in the proof of Theorem 5, it follows immediately that Pnml satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 7 with s = 0. 
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